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Introduction
6.1

In this route window, which covers parts of the City of Westminster and the London Borough of
Camden, the Crossrail line runs completely in tunnel just south of Oxford Street A40, New
Oxford Street and the A401 Theobald’s Road.

6.2

The main activities in this route window are associated with the construction of Tottenham Court
Road Station and a ventilation shaft at Fisher Street. The Crossrail project is combined with
improvement works to Tottenham Court Road LUL station. The LUL ticket hall will be replaced
with a new ticket hall, new entrances provided near Centrepoint, additional banks of escalators
leading to the Northern line and Crossrail platforms and improvements to make the station
accessible for the mobility impaired.

6.3

As part of the works a new pedestrian plaza will be provided to the west of Centrepoint. This will
cover the existing fountain, which will be removed, and Andrew Borde Street, which will be
closed. The south-eastern entrance to the new eastern ticket hall will be located partly on Andrew
Borde Street.

6.4

The new station will be fully accessible, providing easy interchange with existing transport
services, greatly enhancing public transport capacity for the West End area as a whole. The two
new ticket halls with associated entrances will improve the permeability of public transport in the
local area. Crowding on the Central line will be significantly relieved, including at the constricted
Oxford Circus station. New and faster direct travel opportunities will be available from the west
(including Heathrow, Ealing and Slough) and from the east, (including the City, Docklands and
many parts of the Thames Gateway region).

6.6

The construction of the Tottenham Court Road station is likely to take up to five years and the
construction of the Fisher Street shaft about 3 years. There will be six worksites in this route
window. From west to east, they are:
Newman Street
Worksite

The Newman Street worksite will be situated in the Post Office
car park. It will be used for storage and a as lorry holding area
for the Fareham Street worksite and will hold the main
administration offices.

Fareham Street
Worksite

The Fareham Street worksite is located between Oxford Street,
Great Chapel Street, Dean Street and Diadem Court. It will be
used for the construction of the new basement level western
ticket hall with one entrance located on Oxford Street,
escalators, lifts and other operational facilities. Emergency
escape and ventilation will be provided in a new shaft situated
between Fareham Street and Diadem Court.

Tottenham Court Road
East (comprising
Astoria Worksite,
Goslett Yard Worksite,
Charing Cross Road
Worksite)

This group of worksites is to enable the construction of the
new Crossrail/LUL Ticket hall and associated shafts. The
combined worksite area covers both sides of Charing Cross
Road south of the junction with Oxford Street. On the western
side it covers the corner of Oxford Street/Charing Cross Road,
going south along Charing Cross Road to Goslett Yard. On the
eastern side is covers the area between Charing Cross Road
and Centrepoint going south to the boundary of no 146/148.
Works will also take place beneath Charing Cross Road and
along the western end of New Oxford Street.

Fisher Street Shaft
Worksite

The Fisher Street Shaft worksite is located off Southampton
Row, between Fisher Street and Catton Street, and involves the
construction of a ventilation and emergency intervention shaft.
The site will also be used for the dismantling and removal of
four tunnel boring machines.

The maps provided at the end of this chapter present the main features of the route window,
construction lorry routes, existing facilities in the vicinity of Tottenham Court Road station
transport linkages and temporary traffic management measures.

Tottenham Court Road station
Baseline conditions
6.7

Tottenham Court Road Underground station is located at the junction of Oxford Street and
Charing Cross Road. Both the Central line and the Northern line serve this station. There are
currently five entry points to the station, one at each of the northwest and northeast corners of the
junction (the corners of Tottenham Court Road and Oxford Street), one at the southwest corner of
the junction (Oxford Street and Charing Cross Road) and two on the southeast corner which give
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access to New Oxford Street, the eastern side of Charing Cross Road and St Giles High Street. A
station entrance is shown in fig. 6.1.

6.13

Parking is prohibited on the main roads surrounding Tottenham Court Road station and there is
little provision for on-street parking anywhere in the vicinity of the station. The nearest off street
car park is at Great Russell Street about 150 m north from Tottenham Court Road station.
However it is unlikely that passengers would use this car park in order to use the station.

6.14

There is no drop-off area, either formal or informal, in the vicinity of the station entrance. The
nearest locations where a car could drop a passenger without causing congestion are the small
roads in the area. However the extensive traffic management makes access to these difficult.

6.15

There is no provision for cycles within the station although a few cycle racks can be found in
surrounding streets.

6.16

The Underground station is one of the most intensively used on the London Underground
network, being one of the main points of access to the West End and a strategically important
interchange between the Central and Northern lines. The current layout of the station dates back
to the 1920s. The layout is poor with constraints throughout from insufficient platform capacity,
platform access, and vertical access to ticket hall level, within the ticket hall itself and via
congested entrances and stairways to similarly congested pavements at street level. Modelling
using PEDROUTE shows that the station currently operates at the effective limit of capacity.
Presently congestion occurs throughout the station, notably in the ticket hall, in access areas and
on the platforms.
Potential changes in baseline conditions

Figure 6.1 Tottenham Court Road station – Oxford Street entrance

6.8

Charing Cross Road is one-way northbound (with a contra-flow southbound bus lane), Tottenham
Court Road is also one-way northbound, New Oxford Street is generally one-way eastbound with
a westbound contraflow bus lane but westbound vehicles can use it from Earnshaw Street for
access to Oxford Street. Oxford Street is a two-way road with access restricted to buses, taxis and
service vehicles during the working day. The junction between these four main roads is known as
St. Giles Circus.

6.9

Another heavily trafficked road, Andrew Borde Street, joins Charing Cross Road a short distance
south of St Giles Circus. This carries traffic from St Giles High Street and High Holborn to
Tottenham Court Road.

6.10

Due to its central location the area has very high pedestrian flows on both the footways and
pedestrian crossings. Oxford Street is a busy shopping street attracting many tourists and there
are also key attractions nearby including the British Museum, Dominion Theatre, offices, pubs
and venues in and around Soho; and various university buildings.

6.11

This is a very busy and significant location for buses with currently more than 300 buses per hour
passing through St Giles Circus. There is also a bus standing area by Centrepoint accessed via
Andrew Borde Street.

6.12

A high proportion of the traffic consists of taxis; this is because of the restrictions on general
traffic in Oxford Street. There are small taxi ranks on Oxford Street and Tottenham Court Road.
These are most heavily used in the evenings.
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6.17

There are a number of proposed redevelopments within the St Giles Circus area which may
further enhance the area and its importance. The Cross River Transit scheme is proposed to
provide new north–south transport links, and would operate in the east of this route window.
Consideration is also being given to a number of traffic management changes, such as two-way
operation of Tottenham Court Road for buses and taxis only. These proposals would affect this
route window if they came forward. These schemes do not form part of the baseline for Crossrail
(see Volume 8a). If any were to be implemented, they are likely to have a significant impact on
traffic flows within this route window and therefore, upon the assessment of the significance of
Crossrail upon this route window in traffic and transport terms. In the absence of detailed
proposals however, it has not been possible to assess the implications of the relationship between
these schemes and Crossrail.

6.18

Tottenham Court Road station is currently operating at capacity and is extremely vulnerable to
increasing incidence and severity of congestion. Station management frequently implements
station control measures, some of them on a daily basis, such as holding passengers at the ticket
gates, limiting escalator capacity to the number of passengers that can be accommodated in the
congested lower levels of the station and restricting access at the station entrances. A modest
growth in demand, well below the 9.5% growth predicted by 2016 could see station operations
break down regularly during peak hours as passenger numbers overwhelm the infrastructure. This
will require increased and more severe measures of intervention by management in the operation
of the station to maintain acceptable levels of safety.

6.19

General road traffic levels in this area are unlikely to rise significantly but new developments and
economic growth may lead to greater numbers of taxis.

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD STATION

The permanent works
6.20

6.21

6.22

The proposed Crossrail station will have two new ticket halls providing access to the
underground lines as well as Crossrail. The station design allows for interchange between the
Central line and Northern line from the new Crossrail platforms.
There will be an enlarged eastern ticket hall, which will principally serve the Northern line and
the eastern ends of the Crossrail and Central line platforms. This ticket hall will be in the
southwest corner at the junction of Charing Cross Road and Oxford Street and will be accessed
from a main entrance on the corner of Charing Cross Road and Oxford Street. There will be two
additional entrances in a new public plaza in front of the Centrepoint building on Charing Cross
Road that would result in the closure of Andrew Borde Street and the removal of the fountains.
All the existing LUL entrances at Tottenham Court Road station, except the one on the northeast
corner outside the Dominion, will be closed after the construction of the new entrances. The
Dominion entrance will be improved. Given the limited footway space around the Astoria site,
the dispersal of passengers on to the surrounding area will be a major consideration.

known as compensation grouting. The technique consists of sinking vertical shafts, from which
layers of cement grout are injected between the tunnel and the building.
6.27

The number of vehicle movements generated by grout shafts is comparatively small so the main
potential impact of grout shafts arises where their presence removes highway space. To minimise
this any necessary vertical grout shafts are sunk within the main worksites wherever possible.

6.28

Within this route window the main worksites are restricted and so, if grout shafts are required,
they may be located in several places where there would be adverse impacts on traffic or
pedestrians. Possible locations are as follows:
•

Sheraton Street – at the junction with Great Chapel Street. This would necessitate the closure
to traffic of both streets at this point and the closure of Great Chapel Street to pedestrians
between Sheraton Street and Diadem Court. Access would be maintained to all buildings and
the diversion routes are comparatively short. Four resident parking and seven motorcycle
bays will be lost due to the narrow width of Sheraton Street but it is proposed to work with
the local authority to reallocate other parking places in the area so that there is no significant
net loss of residents’ or motorcycle parking.

•

The construction impacts identified below are included in Table 6.5 and the corresponding
mitigation also identified. These amendments do not form part of the works authorised by the
Bill and so will require further consents. The nominated undertaker will work with the local
authority and stakeholders to bring about the necessary changes. In line with the approach set out
in Volume 8a an assessment of the impact of Crossrail has been carried out assuming that such
measures are in place.

Soho Square – shafts may have to be sunk in the carriageway in each corner of the square.
The footways would be maintained, with some slight reductions in width, and traffic would
still be able to flow around the square. However approximately 30 short-stay parking; 3
residents and 100 motorcycle bays will be lost to accommodate the worksites. This is a
significant loss of parking. As in the case of Sheraton Street it is expected that residents’ and
motorcycle parking would be replaced, though this would increase the overall loss of public
car parking.

•

All stages of the highly complex works at Tottenham Court Road East and the associated traffic
management arrangements have been developed and modelled using TRANSYT on the basis of
the current highway network. There will be a continual review of these proposals to ensure full
coordination of activities and to minimise change and disruption to all.

Charing Cross Road – a shaft may be needed on the western side of Charing Cross Road.
This could be achieved by enlarging the western worksite to accommodate it – this would
reduce the width of both the carriageway and the footway, but the impacts would not be
significant.

Worksite assessment (group 1)

The new western ticket hall (also known as the Dean Street entrance) will give access to the
western ends of the Crossrail and Central line platforms. The entrances will be provided in
Oxford Street, some 250 metres west of the current entrance.

Mitigation and temporary impacts
6.23

6.24

Utilities diversions
6.25

Newman Street worksite
6.29

This document generally only considers the effects of the main site works; preparatory works (eg
diversion of utilities’ equipment) are not considered in this assessment (see Volume 8a).
However, in this route window the diversion of a sewer under Dean Street and a sewer and other
major utilities works in Oxford Street and Charing Cross Road (near St Giles Circus) have been
considered.

Fareham Street worksite
6.30

Compensation grouting
6.26

Tunnelling and open excavation cause ground movement, the magnitude of which varies
according to many factors. The standard method to protect vulnerable buildings from damage
from ground movements is to inject grout into the ground under these buildings. This process is

The Newman Street worksite is contained entirely within the existing Post Office site on the
eastern side of Newman Street. The site is to be used as the lorry holding facility, offices and
storage for the Fareham Street worksite. Lorry route assessments are considered under the main
worksite.

The Tottenham Court Road Station Western Ticket Hall will be constructed within the Fareham
Street worksite, which necessitates the demolition of a number of buildings in figure 6.2. The
worksite is contained between Oxford Street, Dean Street, Great Chapel Street and Diadem
Court. Fareham Street falls entirely within the site boundary and will be closed for the duration of
the construction works.
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6.31

Fareham Street is important for local access as it is the only west to east route, other than the
restricted Oxford Street, in the area. It carries around 300 vehicles per hour so its closure would
result in the diversion of many local trips. Some vehicles would be diverted via Shaftesbury
Avenue and others via Goodge Street, while drivers making local deliveries would have to replan
their itineraries.

6.32

Closure of this road would also result in a pedestrian and cycle diversion of approximately
100 metres via Oxford Street which is not deemed to be significant.

6.33

Dean Street, adjacent to the main site, would be closed to traffic (but not pedestrians) for three
periods. One of these is to carry out works to enable part of a sewer under Dean Street to be
abandoned – this closure would last about three months. The other two, lasting about four months
each, are to enable a temporary deck to be provided and subsequently removed (see figure 6.3).
Works would proceed under the deck. These closures would not significantly affect general
access in the area but would require vehicles to reverse into the street to service the remaining
properties.

6.34

6.39

Use of part of Oxford Street by lorries gives rise to two issues. Firstly, the road is
environmentally sensitive because of its heavy use by pedestrians and, secondly, the lorries
would be caught in congestion associated with the Crossrail works for the Eastern Ticket Hall

6.40

The change in the direction of traffic flows in Newman Street, Great Chapel Street and Dean
Street would potentially increase the risk of accidents, as is always the case in such
circumstances. This will be mitigated by the provision and maintenance of prominent signing for
drivers and pedestrians to be agreed with the relevant highway authorities. In addition the nature
of the roads does not lead to high speeds which should itself reduce the risk of accidents.

6.41

As a result of the lorry traffic, the assessment has highlighted the possibility of delay for drivers
and vehicle passengers, pedestrians and cyclists on the affected sections of Berners Street,
Eastcastle Street and Newman Street. However, as these roads carry little traffic, delays are
unlikely though there will be some loss of amenity for cyclists.

6.42

The estimated construction traffic loads which will be carried by the local roads in the vicinity of
the worksites are as shown in Table 6.1

The eastern footway of Great Chapel Street and the western footway of Dean Street would be
incorporated in the worksite but pedestrians could use the other footway in each road. The width
of Diadem Court would be reduced but it would remain open for pedestrians.

Table 6.1 Estimated construction traffic on local roads

Lorry route assessment
6.35

The proposed lorry route from the TLRN at Marylebone Road is via Park Crescent, Portland
Place, turn left into Mortimer Street, right into Berners Street, left into Eastcastle Street and into
the lorry holding area from Newman Street. This part of the route would not require any traffic
management changes.

6.36

From the Newman Street holding area, lorries will proceed south along Newman Street and cross
into Great Chapel Street. Newman Street (currently one-way northbound) will be converted to
two-way working between Oxford Street and Eastcastle Street to accommodate the proposed
lorry route. This will require parking to be suspended along the eastern side of Newman Street
(approximately 15 parking spaces). This number is not defined as significant but suitable
alternative kerb-side locations for car parking would be sought with the highway authority before
works started. Great Chapel Street is currently one-way northbound. It would have to be
converted to one-way southbound for the duration of the works. In association with this it would
be necessary for the traffic flow in Hollen Street to be changed from eastbound to westbound. It
is not expected that these traffic management changes would give rise to any new ‘rat-runs’

6.37

6.38

Lorries would leave the worksite on its east side and head north up Dean Street. At present this
street is one-way southbound between Oxford Street and Carlisle Street. Because of its restricted
width this part of the road would temporarily become one-way northbound, except when closed
for Crossrail works, when the remaining short lengths of road would become two-way for access
only. As with the proposed change to Great Chapel Street, it is not expected that the change to the
direction of flow in Dean Street would create any new ‘rat-runs’.
From Dean Street the lorries would turn right on to Oxford Street, left on to Tottenham Court
Road and on to the TLRN at Euston Road.
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6.43

Road link
(Figures given for ONE-WAY
flows)

Peak
Construction
Duration (weeks)

Mortimer Street (Langham Place
to Berners Street), Berners Street
(Mortimer Street to Eastcastle
Street), Eastcastle Street
(Berners Street to Newman
Street), Newman Street
(Eastcastle Street to Oxford
Street), Oxford Street (Newman
Street to Tottenham Court Road)

15

Peak construction
lorry movements
per day
50

Non-peak
construction lorry
movements per day
21

The overall construction period associated with the Newman Street and Fareham Street worksites
is about 51 months. Peak construction activities will occur within the construction programme,
lasting for a period of about three months. The number of daily lorry trips generated is estimated
to be 50. At other times the typical number of daily lorry trips will be approximately 21.

Worksite assessment (group 2)
Astoria worksite, Goslett Yard worksite and Charing Cross Road worksite
6.44

The temporary works, lasting more than six years, involve a number of major stages combining
the worksites of both the Crossrail station and the Underground station. There are, therefore, very
different impacts at different stages of construction. The term ‘significant impact’ relates to a
comparison of the stage under consideration against the baseline condition, and not a comparison
with the preceding stage. The description below splits the works into clearly defined traffic
management stages. There are eight stages listed as A to H as shown on maps C5 (vii) to C5
(xiv). Within each traffic management stage there can be a number of separate construction

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD STATION
sequences. The works stages allow for the progression of the work to enable the Underground
station to remain operational during construction.
6.45

6.46

The temporary traffic management measures have been developed to minimise changes to road
layout and traffic movements for all modes over the construction period. Consultation has been
held with various stakeholders including London Buses, Transport for London, Metropolitan
Police, the London Borough of Camden and the City of Westminster. These arrangements are still
subject to further refinements through consultation.

6.52

Stage C (duration about 6 months)
6.53

Stage C sees the start of the main works – the opening up of the worksite on the eastern side of
Charing Cross Road. This requires the closure of Andrew Borde Street, which has a significant
impact on traffic and buses in the area, as it would remove the ability of vehicles from St Giles
High Street to access Tottenham Court Road and vehicles (buses and taxis) to reach Oxford Street
from Charing Cross Road. Road layouts on Charing Cross Road, St Giles Circus, and New
Oxford Street would be changed to mitigate the impact. Two lanes will be provided for vehicles
to turn right from New Oxford Street into Tottenham Court Road. As part of the diversion route
general traffic will use Earnshaw Street whilst buses, taxis and cycles only are permitted to use
St Giles High Street north of Denmark Street. Some additional measures may also be required on
St Giles High Street to reduce delays to buses and taxis.

6.54

The works also significantly impact on interchange by closing the stops and stands in Andrew
Borde Street. This will require some re-routing of services and the provision of new stops and
stands in St Giles High Street and Earnshaw Street.

6.55

Pedestrians who used to cross Andrew Borde Street will need to follow alternative routes. A new
pelican crossing will be provided at the St Giles High Street/Denmark Street junction to assist
pedestrians.

The combined worksite area covers both sides of Charing Cross Road south of the junction. On
the western side it covers the corner of Oxford Street/Charing Cross Road, going south to Goslett
Yard. On the eastern side it covers the area between Charing Cross Road and Centrepoint going
south to the boundary of 146/148. Works will also take place beneath Charing Cross Road and
along the western end of New Oxford Street.
Stage A (duration: about 6 months)

6.47

6.48

6.49

During this stage statutory diversion works will take place on Oxford Street, Falconberg Court,
and between Sutton Row and Denmark Place. This will require closure of Falconberg Court, and,
for a short period, Sutton Row.
Reductions in lane width on Oxford Street will result in impacts on all traffic although widening
the carriageway into the northern footway to maintain two flows will mitigate this to a nonsignificant level. The alternative option of shuttle working with traffic signals had a greater
impact. The location of the worksite reduces the space available for loading and requires the
closure of two bus stops during this stage (the stops remain closed during stage B) and the relocation northwards of the first stop on Tottenham Court Road (the stop remains closed
throughout all construction stages). There will therefore be a significant impact due to disruption
to the interchange.

Stage D (duration about 6 months)
6.56

Closures of Falconberg Court and Sutton Row will have significant impacts for pedestrians
although the diversions for traffic are not significant. Diversion routes will be signed for all
modes.
Stage B (duration about 6 months)

6.50

6.51

Works on Oxford Street and Falconberg Court continue during this stage, with their associated
impacts. In addition, diversion works take place on the western side of Charing Cross Road
requiring the closure of the southbound contra-flow bus lane in order to maintain northbound
traffic flows. This requires diversion of buses, and associated complementary traffic management
measures on St Giles High Street, Denmark Street, and Cambridge Circus. This will include
carriageway widening on New Oxford Street and Earnshaw Street, and the removal of the left
turn ban (for buses only) on Denmark Street. A bus stand area will also be provided with
connecting a bus only link between Andrew Borde Street and St Giles High Street. These changes
have a significant impact on general traffic, buses and interchange.
Traffic exiting Oxford Street is restricted to one lane and new provision is made for right turning
traffic from New Oxford Street into Tottenham Court Road.

Temporary additional facilities will be required for the large number of pedestrians. This involves
changing the St Giles Circus junction, principally widening footways on the Charing
Cross/Oxford Street corner. A protected route for pedestrians will be provided along the western
side of Charing Cross Road, generally 4m wide but no less than 3.5m.

Stage D sees the works and impacts from Stage C continuing. In addition the worksite on the
western side of Charing Cross Road will be opened up and the eastern site expanded to include
the site of no 148 Charing Cross Road. Various buildings in the area will be demolished. The
closure of Falconberg Court (which is a through route for pedestrians only) and Sutton Row will
have significant impacts requiring re-routing of general traffic, cyclists and pedestrians during the
closures. Suitable diversions will be signed as appropriate for all modes.
Stage E (duration about 36 months)

6.57

The worksites on the east and west sides of Charing Cross Road are joined into a single site,
although various distinct activities will take place within each. The impacts from the preceding
stage will continue and in addition the closure of Charing Cross Road between Andrew Borde
Street and St Giles Circus will have a highly significant impact even though a new temporary
access road linking Charing Cross Road with St Giles High Street will be constructed
approximately on the line of Andrew Borde Street. The road layout on St Giles High Street will
need amending with a new signalised junction. New Oxford Street will be affected by increased
traffic flows, particularly with the Charing Cross Road northbound traffic now using the route
and turning right at St Giles Circus. Pedestrians using Charing Cross Road will be restricted to
the western side. A protected route for pedestrians will be provided along the western side,
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generally 4m wide but no less than 3.5m. Access/egress by construction traffic across this route
will be controlled by banksmen at all times.
Stage F (duration about 6 months)
6.58

The worksites split again in this stage, and the northern link on Charing Cross Road is re-opened
to general traffic. Although the adverse impacts of the construction process will abate the
necessary junction layouts and signal timings will still result in a significant impact on buses and
general traffic. The temporary access road constructed for stage E will be closed to general traffic
and used for construction traffic within the site. The eastern worksite will move northwards
resulting in restrictions on New Oxford Street. This will have a significant impact on New
Oxford Street reducing capacity and creating significant delays for all traffic on this link. This
will also prevent the right turn from New Oxford Street into Tottenham Court Road. The
alternative diversions, though convoluted are not long enough to be considered significant.

other lorry holding area will be on the east side of Charing Cross Road, just south of the worksite
and will be used during stages C and D when lorries approach the sites from the south.
6.64

The area in Charing Cross Road will be outside retained shops, which will reduce amenity for the
traders and shoppers.
Lorry route assessment

6.65

During stages A, E, F, G and H, construction lorries will leave the TLRN (Euston Road) at
Gower Street and continue into Bloomsbury Street, then turn right into High Holborn, continue
into St Giles High Street (feeder holding area) and into Andrew Borde Street (main holding area)
for access to all sites.

6.66

During stages B,C and D construction lorries will access from the south leaving the TLRN at
Hyde Park Corner going along Piccadilly, Shaftesbury Avenue and Charing Cross Road.

6.59

Buses will be re-routed and some stops and stands re-sited during this stage. The traffic delays
will have a significant impact on bus passengers and operators.

6.67

Lorries will leave the sites either at St Giles Circus or Andrew Borde Street. In both cases they
will use Tottenham Court Road to reach the TLRN at Euston Road.

6.60

The new station entrances on Oxford Street and the south end of the new Plaza will open, whilst
the old Oxford Street entrance and the entrance at the corner of Oxford Street and Tottenham
Court Road will close, having a beneficial impact on pedestrians and passengers as the station
improvements come into effect. However the closure of the pedestrian route on the south side of
the junction between New Oxford Street and Oxford Street will cause a significant adverse
impact on pedestrians.

6.68

The lorries generated by the Tottenham Court Road Station Eastern Ticket Hall worksites will be
joined on Tottenham Court Road by the lorries generated by the Fareham Street worksite. The
cumulative impacts of lorries from all the sites have been included in the assessment.

6.69

The estimated construction traffic loads which will be carried by the local roads in the vicinity of
the worksites are as shown in Table 6.2
Table 6.2 Estimated construction traffic on local roads

Stage G (duration about 6 months)
6.61

The whole plaza area will be opened up along with the new northern plaza entrance. This will
have a generally beneficial impact for pedestrians, including Underground passengers, by
improving access and amenity. However, the worksite on the corner of New Oxford Street and
Charing Cross Road will continue with ongoing significant impacts on traffic, cyclists, buses and,
especially, pedestrians crossing Charing Cross Road. Sutton Row will re-open with a new
signalised junction.
Stage H (duration about 6 months)

6.62

All the main elements of the new ground level scheme open in this stage. The worksite is
restricted to the area round the Underground entrance by the Dominion Theatre, which will be
temporarily closed, and the adjacent part of New Oxford Street. This will necessitate a reduction
in lane widths at the western end of New Oxford Street, which will continue to result in
significant impacts on traffic, cyclists, buses and pedestrians. However, all bus stops/stands will
be operating and the contra-flow bus lane on Charing Cross Road will be re-instated.

Whenever possible lorries would be accommodated on the worksites. However it will be
necessary to establish two external lorry holding areas. One would be in St Giles High Street,
inset into the little used northern footway near the junction with Shaftesbury Avenue. This would
be used during stages E, F, G and H, when lorries will approach the sites from the north. The
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Peak
construction
duration
(weeks)

Peak
construction lorry
movements per
day

Non-peak
construction lorry
movements per
day

Tottenham Court Road*

40

120

45

Gower Street, Bedford Square
(East side), Bloomsbury Street,
Shaftesbury Avenue (New Oxford
Street to High Holborn), St Giles
High Street, Andrew Borde Street

17

90

38

Piccadilly, Shaftesbury Avenue
(Piccadilly Circus to Charing
Cross Road), Charing Cross
Road (Shaftesbury Avenue to
Tottenham Court Road)

18

45

14

* Tottenham Court Road is also used by construction traffic from Fareham Street worksite.

6.70

The overall construction period associated with the Astoria Worksite, Goslett Yard Worksite and
Charing Cross Road Worksite is approximately 6 years. Peak construction activities will occur
within the construction programme, lasting for a period of about four months. The number of
daily lorry trips generated is estimated to be about 90. At other times the typical number of daily
lorry trips will be approximately 38.

6.71

No significant impacts are expected, as all roads to be used are already heavily trafficked.

Lorry holding areas
6.63

Road link
(Figures given for ONE-WAY
flows)

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD STATION
Table 6.3 Estimated construction traffic on local roads

Fisher Street shaft
Baseline conditions
6.72

6.73

The Fisher Street shaft will be situated on the site of 8 and 10 Southampton Row, 2–6 Catton
Street and 1–2 Fisher Street. The façade of 10 Southampton Row will be retained as the building
is listed. Fisher Street and Catton Street are short, lightly trafficked streets that link Southampton
Row to Proctor Street.
The main feature in the area is a very large electricity substation immediately to the east of the
site between Fisher Street and Catton Street. It will be essential that this is kept in operation
throughout the work period.

Worksite assessment (group 1)
Fisher Street worksite
6.74

The Fisher Street Shaft is a single worksite bounded on three sides by Southampton Row, Catton
Street and Fisher Street. Both Fisher Street and Catton Street would be closed at their western
ends to accommodate the worksite. One footway would remain open in both roads for
pedestrians. The roads are not used by through traffic.

6.75

It would be necessary for some servicing of properties at the eastern ends of these roads to be
undertaken from Procter Street.

6.76

The Fisher Street shaft is above the point in the running tunnels where the tunnel boring
machines from the east will meet those which have come from the west. The machines will be
dismantled at this point and removed through the shaft. The removal process will be limited to
weekend working. Although this will cause interference with traffic it will be pre-planned, well
advertised and limited to weekends when traffic and pedestrian flows are significantly less than
on weekdays.
Lorry route assessment

6.77

The lorry route turns into Upper Woburn Place from the TLRN at Euston Road, continues into
Southampton Row and turns left into Fisher Street for direct access to the site. However, when
lorry holding is required this would be in Drake Street at the eastern side of the site. The route to
the site from here is via Procter Street, High Holborn, Southampton Place and Vernon Place.

6.78

Lorries leave the worksite on the eastern side and turn right into Procter Street, left into High
Holborn, and left into Gray’s Inn Road, right into Clerkenwell Road and continue to the TLRN at
Old Street roundabout.

6.79

The estimated construction traffic loads which will be carried by the local roads in the vicinity of
the worksites are as shown in Table 6.3.

Road link
(Figures given for ONE-WAY
flows)

Peak
construction
duration
(weeks)

Peak
construction lorry
movements per
day

Non-peak
construction lorry
movements per
day

Upper Woburn Place, Tavistock
Square (East side), Woburn
Place, Russell Square (East
side), Southampton Row (Russell
Square to Fisher Street),
Theobald’s Road (Southampton
Row to Drake Street), Drake
Street, Southampton Place (High
Holborn to Vernon Place), Vernon
Place (Southampton Place to
Southampton Row), Fisher
Street, Drake Street, High
Holborn (Procter Street to
Southampton Place, and Procter
Street to Gray’s Inn Road), Gray’s
Inn Road

35

20

8

Procter Street

35

40

16

6.80

The overall construction period associated with the Fisher Street Shaft Worksite is approximately
4 years. Peak construction activities will occur within the construction programme, lasting for a
period of about eight months. The number of daily lorry trips generated is estimated to be about
20. At other times the typical number of daily lorry trips will be approximately 8.

6.81

No significant impacts upon traffic flow, accidents, vulnerable road users or bus users are
expected.

Mitigation and permanent impacts
6.82

The significant operational impacts and mitigation measures are indicated in Table 6.9.

6.83

Passenger numbers with Crossrail are expected to increase by about 450 passengers entering and
about 9,050 passengers leaving the station in the morning peak period (a 45 per cent increase
two-way on the without Crossrail scenario). The 2016 with Crossrail flows predicted at the
station are about 30,600 two-way between 0700 and 1000 hours.

6.84

The evening peak period experiences much greater demand and passenger numbers with
Crossrail are expected to increase by about 4,000 passengers entering and about 7,550 passengers
leaving the station (a 36 per cent increase two-way on the without Crossrail scenario). The 2016
with Crossrail flows predicted at the station are 43,750 two-way between 1600 and 1900 hours.
The additional ticket halls will provide sufficient capacity for the forecast passengers and will
provide step-free access for mobility impaired passengers from street level to the Crossrail
platforms.

6.85

There are measures that can be carried out for the benefit of road users and pedestrians that will
mitigate the impacts of these additional passengers, however these will require further consents
to be obtained before they can be implemented. In line with the approach set out in Volume 8a,
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•

Wider pedestrian crossing on all arms;

•

Banning of left and right turns from Charing Cross Road;

•

Widening of footways on Oxford Street and St Giles High Street;

•

Reduction of Charing Cross Road to two lanes at the St Giles Circus junction;

•

New bus stops on Charing Cross Road and in St Giles High Street;

•

Restricted access for general traffic on St Giles High Street;

•

Changes to New Oxford Street with one eastbound lane, and three westbound lanes – two for
right turns into Tottenham Court Road;

Tottenham Court Road East

•

Two lanes on New Oxford Street between Earnshaw Street and St Giles High Street;

The operational scheme at the east end of the station will result in a significant change to the
operation and visual amenity of the area. The improved Underground station and new Crossrail
station will provide improved interchange and public transport facilities including step free
access. This will have a beneficial impact on accessibility and journey times for public transport
users. The closure of Andrew Borde Street and opening of two new Underground entrances in the
new plaza will provide an improved pedestrian environment. An outline of the permanent
arrangement at street level is shown on Map C5 (xv).

•

New taxi facility on Earnshaw Street; and

•

New pelican crossing on St Giles High Street/Denmark Street.

an assessment of the impact of Crossrail has been carried out which assumes that such measures
are in place.
Tottenham Court Road West

6.88

6.89

6.90

Tottenham Court Road station – impact on rail journey times
6.91

The closure of Andrew Borde Street will remove the opportunity for general traffic to turn
towards Oxford Street and New Oxford Street from Charing Cross Road and for traffic from St
Giles High Street to access Tottenham Court Road. This will have a significant impact on the
network and the road layouts in the area will be altered to mitigate these impacts. Despite the
extensive mitigation measures the pedestrianisation of Andrew Borde Street will result in
significant delays and diversions to traffic over a wider area. Consideration is being given to
whether there are additional mitigation measures which could further address these impacts.
These are outlined below but are subject to the need for further consents before implementation
(refer to 6.85).
In developing the operational road layout the proposal seeks to provide benefits for everyone by
considering all transport modes. It consists of new lane allocations and alignments, better
facilities for pedestrians and optimised use of road space within the set parameters. Footway and
pedestrian crossing widths for the final scheme have all been designed to be adequate for the
volume of pedestrians predicted to be using them including the growth in numbers as a result of
Crossrail. Buses are the key consideration in the St Giles Circus area due to their large numbers
and priority will be given to them over general traffic where possible. Bus stops are strategically
placed to provide the best interchange locations for passengers. Pedestrian signing in the area
will be improved, both above and below ground.
Key features of the new layout are as follows:
•

New pedestrian all red staging on the St Giles Circus junction;
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Table 6.4 sets out representative journey time savings between Tottenham Court Road and
selected stations during the morning peak period. They are typical of the journey time benefits to
many of the stations on Crossrail.
Table 6.4 Journey time savings (platform-to-platform) to and from Tottenham Court Road station
From/to

From
Tottenham
Court Road

6.87

Suitable signing will be provided at platform level to encourage those passengers whose
destination is Oxford Street to use the Dean Street entrance rather than the entrances at St Giles
Circus. Signs should also be provided at street level to direct passengers to the Dean Street
entrance.

To
Tottenham
Court Road

6.86

Heathrow

Liverpool
Street

Farringdon

Stratford

Ealing
Broadway

Without Crossrail

37

9

15

19

26

With Crossrail

32

6

3

14

13

5

3

12

5

13

Saving (%)

14%

33%

Without Crossrail

31

With Crossrail

Saving (minutes)

80%

26%

50%

9

16

19

26

29

6

3

13

14

Saving (minutes)

2

3

13

6

12

Saving (%)

6%

33%

81%

32%

46%

Fisher Street
6.92

The Fisher Street site contains an intervention shaft and a ventilation shaft. There is no
evacuation shaft at this location. There is potential for over-site development at this vent shaft.
However, there are no plans currently available. Permanent impacts at Fisher Street vent shaft are
not expected to be significant.

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD STATION
Table 6.5 Route Window C5 – Temporary impacts – Fareham Street worksite
Works and potential impact

Significance

Recommended/committed mitigation

Residual impact
Description

Significance

Worksite impacts
Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
CT1d

Closure of Fareham Street. Fareham Street is important for
local access as it is the only west to east route, other than
the restricted Oxford Street, in the area. It carries around
300 vehicles per hour so its closure would result in the
diversion of many local trips.

Significant

Some vehicles would be diverted via Shaftesbury Avenue
and others via Goodge Street, while drivers making local
deliveries would have to replan their itineraries. Traffic
signal timings will be reviewed at affected junctions and
appropriate warning and diversion signs will be erected.

Additional delays would be likely to occur, in particular on
Shaftesbury Avenue.

Significant

Not significant

Diversion signs to be installed indicating suitable alternative
routes between Great Chapel Street and Dean Street. Most
users would divert to Oxford Street, which is not a
significant detour.

Most direct alternative vehicular routes identified by signs.

Not significant

Significant

The peak volume of lorries is expected to be around 50 per
day for about three months. For the whole contract the
volume of lorries per day should average 23. These
volumes should not cause delays in Berners Street,
Eastcastle Street or Newman Street, which have low base
flows.

Minor

Not significant

There may be delays and loss of amenity for pedestrians
and cyclists on Berners Street (between Oxford Street and
Eastcastle Street), Eastcastle Street (between Berners
Street and Newman Street) and Newman Street (between
Eastcastle Street and Oxford Street).

Significant

The volume of lorries (quoted above) would not cause
significant delays to cyclists or pedestrians, but there would
be a loss of amenity for cyclists. Road markings, such as
advisory cycle lanes, and signs would be developed as
necessary to protect cyclists and alert lorry drivers. The
precise measures will be determined in consultation with
the local authority and other stakeholders.

Drivers alerted to presence of cyclists.

Not significant.

About 15 parking spaces in Newman Street will have to be
suspended.

Not significant

None

Reduced parking availability in the local area, but not at a
level deemed to be significant.

Not significant.

Vulnerable road user delay and loss of amenity
CT5d

Closure of Fareham Street to accommodate the Tottenham
Court Road Station Western Ticket Hall worksite.

Lorry route impacts
Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
CT1a

There may be delays for drivers and vehicle passengers on
Berners Street (between Oxford Street and Eastcastle
Street), Eastcastle Street (between Berners Street and
Newman Street) and Newman Street (between Eastcastle
Street and Oxford Street).

Vulnerable road user delay and loss of amenity
CT5a

Parking
CT4a
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Table 6.6 Route Window C5 – Temporary impacts – Tottenham Court Road eastern ticket hall

Notes:
1. Significance refers to changes from the baseline condition, not the immediately preceding stage.
2. The traffic management changes described below do not form part of the works authorised by the Bill and so will require further consents. The nominated undertaker will work with the local authority and
stakeholders to bring about the necessary changes. In line with the approach set out in Volume 8a an assessment of the impact of Crossrail has been carried out assuming that such measures are in place.
Works and potential impact

Significance

Recommended/committed mitigation

Residual impact
Description

Significance

Compensation grout shafts
Parking
CT4a

To accommodate the grout shaft worksites, 29 short-stay
parking; 3 resident and 99 motorcycle bays will be lost in
Soho Square. In addition, up to 4 residential and 7
motorcycle bays may be lost in Sheraton Street.

Significant

Proposals will be made for reallocating the use of
remaining spaces in the area using priorities determined by
the local authority at the time that the parking spaces are
lost. At present it is assumed that the lost motorcycle
parking and residents’ bays would be replaced elsewhere,
mainly through the loss of parking meters and pay &
display spaces, although space may be found for some of
the motorcycles on yellow lines.

There will be a significant loss of on street parking space,
mainly affecting public car parking places.

Significant

Worksite impacts – Stage A
Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
CT1d

Sewer works on Oxford Street in the carriageway and on
the road.

Significant.

Temporary works will include carriageway widening to allow
two way operation

Traffic along Oxford Street will experience some increase in
journey time due to narrower carriageway.

Not significant.

CT1c

Diversion of telecoms located in footway along Sutton Row,
Charing Cross into Denmark Place to include closure of
Sutton Row, and works along other roads. During closure
traffic will need to divert and other works may cause some
increased vehicle delay.

Not significant

Sutton Row closure will be limited in time as works permit.
Works in Charing Cross Road and Denmark Place will be
restricted to off-peak periods to minimise impacts, and
works will only require lane closures.

Traffic diverting from Sutton Row will face longer journeys,
but well within the distance considered to be significant.

Not significant

Significant

Road has been widened to allow traffic to continue to flow
requiring removal of stops.

Bus stops to be closed during duration of works.

Significant

Disruption to interchange
CT3a

Sewer works on the carriageway in Oxford Street requiring
closure of bus stops in either direction and relocation
northwards of first stop on Tottenham Court Road due to
increased service usage.

Parking and loading
CT4a

Sewer works on Oxford Street in the carriageway that will
take away lengths of road currently useable for delivery
vehicles.

Significant.

Limited road space in area however, removal of bus stops
temporarily may provide some mitigation.

Reduction in available kerbside loading space.

Significant.

CT4a

Closure of Falconberg Court to vehicular traffic to allow for
sewer diversions.

Significant.

Removing motorcycle parking in Falconberg Mews can
provide alternative loading provision.

Will affect size of deliveries to the premises in the area.

Not significant.

Vulnerable road user delay and loss of amenity
CT5d

Sewer works on Oxford Street in the carriageway requiring
reduction in footway width to allow for carriageway
widening.

Significant.

Bus stops and other street clutter to be removed to
maximise footway widths.

Pedestrians will have narrower footways to allow
carriageway widening creating some increased pedestrian
congestion.

Significant.

CT5c

Closure of Falconberg Court to allow for sewer diversions
will close off pedestrian access.

Significant.

Alternative pedestrian route to be signed as part of
temporary arrangements.

Longer walk for pedestrians to destination. Diversion route
is shorter when Sutton Row is open.

Significant.
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Works and potential impact
CT5b/
CT5c

Diversion of telecoms located in footway along Sutton Row,
Charing Cross Road into Denmark Place to include closure
of Sutton Row to pedestrians and cyclists.

Significance

Recommended/committed mitigation

Residual impact
Description

Significance

Significant.

Alternative pedestrian route to be signed as part of
temporary arrangements.
Cyclists to follow general traffic diversion route.

Longer walk for pedestrians to destination.
Longer route for cyclists.

Significant.

Significant

Traffic signal timings will be adjusted to minimise delays.
Signing will be provided alerting traffic to the works
between a mile and half a mile from the site area.
Andrew Borde Street to remain open.
Sutton Row traffic to be diverted on signed route. This
closure will be for a limited period.
Carriageway widening in Earnshaw Street to allow use of
both lanes past bus stand.

Increased delay for all vehicular traffic using the St Giles
Circus junction.

Significant.

Significant.

Diversion routes identified for services. Denmark Street
junction with Charing Cross Road to be amended to allow
buses to turn left as part of diversion routes.
New stops and stands to be provided on St Giles High
Street.
Bloomsbury Street junction altered to allow buses to go
straight ahead directly into bus lane as part of diversion
route.
Buses allowed to turn right at Cambridge Circus

Additional journey time for buses.

Significant.

Significant.

Diversion routes identified for services.
New stops and stands to be provided on St Giles High
Street.
.

Longer walk times to/from bus stops to Underground.

Significant.

Worksite impacts – Stage B
Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
CT1d

Diversion of statutory utilities located in
footway/carriageway on western side of Charing Cross
Road. Will require closure of contra-flow bus lane on
Charing Cross Road. This also requires changes to St
Giles Circus junction to allow closure of contra-flow bus
lane including:
Reduction of Oxford Street eastbound to one lane reducing
capacity
New Oxford Street eastbound reduced to one lane up to
Bainbridge Street.
Closure of Sutton Row for short period to allow diversion
works across junction with Charing Cross Road.

Public transport delay
CT2d

Diversion of statutory utilities located in
footway/carriageway on western side of Charing Cross
Road. Will require closure of contra-flow bus lane on
Charing Cross Road.

Disruption to interchange
CT3a

Diversion of statutory utilities located in
footway/carriageway on western side of Charing Cross
Road. Will require closure of contra-flow bus lane on
Charing Cross Road and placing of buses on diversion
routes with relocated stops/stands.

Significant

Sewer works in Oxford Street – see Stage A
Parking and Loading
Sewer works in Oxford Street – see Stage A

Significant

Falconberg Court closure – see Stage A

Not Significant

Vulnerable road user delay and loss of amenity
Falconberg Court closure – see Stage A

Significant

Sewer works continue in Oxford Street – see Stage A

Significant

CT5d

Diversion of statutory utilities located in
footway/carriageway on western side of Charing Cross
Road up to junction with Oxford Street. This will require
pedestrians to walk in protected footway area either on
existing footway or carriageway.

Significant

Pedestrian access to be maintained at all times in
protected pathway with a minimum width of 3.5 metres.
Access to businesses to also be maintained.
Widening of footway on corner of Charing Cross Road and
Tottenham Court Road to provide space for pedestrians.

Possibly reduced amenity.

Not Significant.
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Works and potential impact

Significance

Recommended/committed mitigation

Residual impact
Description

Significance

Increased delays for all traffic in area.
Diversion of some traffic away from area.
Longer journeys for traffic that had formerly used Andrew
Borde Street.

Significant.

Worksite Impacts – Stage C
Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
CT1c/
CT1d

Closure of Andrew Borde Street to allow construction of
underground works. Would remove ability of traffic to turn
towards Oxford Street from Charing Cross Road, and for
traffic from St Giles High Street to access Tottenham Court
Road.

CT2d

Charing Cross Road statutory undertaker works ongoing.
See Stage B above.

Significant

Road layout on New Oxford Street between Earnshaw
Street and Charing Cross amended, key features:
two lanes for right turning traffic from New Oxford Street to
Tottenham Court Road;
road widening on south side of New Oxford Street between
Earnshaw Street and St Giles High Street
new road layout in St Giles High Street with restricted
access for buses and taxis.
Construction traffic to enter site via Charing Cross Road
and St Giles High Street

Significant

Public transport delay
CT2b/
CT2d

Closure of Andrew Borde Street to allow construction of
underground works. Traffic delays affect buses.

Significant

Diversion routes identified with stops/stands.
Traffic movement restricted into St Giles High Street north
of Denmark Street to buses/taxis only to reduce impact of
diverting traffic.

Buses on diversion routes with new stops/stands. Will
experience delays.

Significant

Disruption to interchange
CT3a

Closure of Andrew Borde Street to allow construction of
underground works. Bus stops and stands on Andrew
Borde Street would be closed/relocated.

Significant

New stops and stands provided in southern part of St Giles
High Street.
New bus stand provided in Earnshaw Street.
New signing above and below ground introduced to assist
passenger interchange.

Buses on diversion routes with new stops/stands. Longer
walks for passengers when changing between services or
accessing Oxford Street.

Significant

CT5b

Closure of subways near Andrew Borde Street and on New
Oxford Street near Centrepoint to allow for Underground
works. Pedestrians to use other entrances.

Significant.

New pedestrian signing.

Additional passenger congestion at remaining entrances.

Not significant.

Significant.

New dedicated loading bay provided.

Reduced opportunity to load/unload.

Not significant.

Significant.

New pedestrian signing.
New pelican crossing at eastern end of Denmark Street to
allow safer movements.
Works to western raised area at Centrepoint to provide
pedestrian route to New Oxford Street.
Cyclists would use traffic diversion route.

Increased walk times for pedestrians moving between
Charing Cross Road and New Oxford Street.
Increased distances and journey times for cyclists.

Significant.

Parking and loading
CT4a

Changes to traffic arrangements in St Giles High Street
would remove some permissible loading and replace with
bus stop/stand.

Vulnerable road user delay and loss of amenity
CT5b
/CT5c

Closure of Andrew Borde Street. This would close
pedestrian route between Charing Cross Road and St Giles
High Street. Would also remove route for cyclists travelling
in both directions.
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Works and potential impact

Significance

Recommended/committed mitigation

Residual impact
Description

Significance

Worksite impacts – Stage D
See Stage C above with additions and changes set out below
Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
CT1c/
CT1d

Opening up of Crossrail site including Goslett Yard and
Astoria site. Requires closure of Sutton Row and
Falconberg Court. Construction traffic to enter via Charing
Cross Road.

Significant.

Alternative routes for traffic to be signed.

Longer distances to travel for some local traffic.

Not significant

Significant

Alternative routes for pedestrians and cyclists to be signed.

Longer distances to travel and longer journey times.

Significant.

Significant

New two lane temporary access road constructed linking to
St Giles High Street/New Oxford Street. Traffic signals
placed at access road/St Giles High Street junction to allow
vehicles out of St Giles High Street and provide controlled
pedestrian facilities.
Timings of St Giles Circus amended to allow for increased
movements from New Oxford Street.

Delays to traffic.

Significant.

Not significant.

Pedestrians diverted at pedestrian crossing south of
Denmark Street.
Controlled pedestrian facilities provided northbound from St
Giles High Street to New Oxford Street.
Cyclists to use general traffic routes.

Similar to baseline situation.

Not significant.

Significant.

Changes to road layout on New Oxford Street between St
Giles High Street and St Giles Circus to allow traffic to
continue to use road with one lane each way.
Changes to signal timings and method of control to take
account of new layout/flow patterns.
Signed diversion route for traffic wanting to turn from New
Oxford Street to Tottenham Court Road.

The re-opening of Charing Cross Road improves the traffic
capacity but delays continue due to reduction in traffic
lanes. Traffic wanting to turn into Tottenham Court Road
required to follow longer route.

Significant.

Significant.

Diversion routes identified with stops/stands.

Delays continue as for general traffic.

Significant.

Significant
(Beneficial).

Pedestrian signing to be amended to identify opportunity to
use new entrance.
Improved access and less congestion within station.

Vulnerable road user delay and loss of amenity
CT5b/
CT5c

Opening up of Crossrail site including Goslett Yard and
Astoria site. Requires closure of Sutton Row and
Falconberg Court. Construction traffic to enter via Charing
Cross Road.

Worksite impacts – Stage E
As Stage D with additions and changes set out below
Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
CT1d

Closure of Charing Cross Road between Andrew Borde
Street and St Giles Circus. Traffic diverted to new
temporary access road linking to New Oxford Street. All
construction traffic accessing site via northern entrance off
St Giles Circus.

Vulnerable road user delay and loss of amenity
CT5d

Construction of new temporary access road northbound will
affect pedestrian routes from east side of Charing Cross
Road to west side and northbound. Pedestrian route from
St Giles High Street affected by new road. Cyclists affected
as for general traffic.

Worksite impacts – Stage F
Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
CT1d

Re-opening of Charing Cross Road northbound and
closure of temporary access road. Construction traffic to
access via temporary access road along St Giles High
Street. New Oxford Street reduced to one lane each way to
allow for construction of part of Underground Station within
St Giles Circus junction.

Public transport delay
CT2a/
CT2d

Change to diversion routes for buses. Some delays to
services travelling east-west due to narrowing on New
Oxford Street.

Disruption to interchange
CT3a

Opening of new Oxford Street entrance and southern plaza
entrance to Underground Station. Improved access to
Underground.

Significant
(Beneficial)
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Works and potential impact

Significance

Recommended/committed mitigation

Residual impact
Description

Significance

Vulnerable road user delay and loss of amenity
CT5d

Underground works under New Oxford Street require
closure of pedestrian route across Charing Cross Road
between Oxford Street and New Oxford Street.

Significant

Closure of footpath along south side of New Oxford Street
to north-eastern corner of Centrepoint to encourage
pedestrians to use New Oxford Street crossing and prevent
pedestrians walking along carriageway.

Diversion of pedestrians along longer route.

Significant

CT5c

No right turn into Tottenham Court Road from New Oxford
Street for cyclists.

Significant.

Cyclists to follow general traffic diversion route.

Diversion of cyclists along longer route.

Not significant

Significant.

Timings and layout to be adjusted to minimise delays. Reopening of Charing Cross Road will reduce flows on New
Oxford Street.
Signed diversion route for traffic wanting to turn from New
Oxford Street to Tottenham Court Road

Delays due to restricted layout.
Traffic wanting to turn into Tottenham Court Road required
to follow longer route.

Significant.

Worksite impacts – Stage G
Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
CT1d

Works on Underground Station in New Oxford Street
reduce available road width reducing road to one lane each
way. No right turn into Tottenham Court Road from New
Oxford Street.

Vulnerable road user delay and loss of amenity
CT5d

Underground works under New Oxford Street require
closure of pedestrian route across Charing Cross Road
between Oxford Street and New Oxford Street. Increased
pedestrian flows in area due to opening of northern plaza
entrance may lead to congestion.

Significant

Signing for diversion route.

Crossing facility removed from a major desire line.
Alternative facility provided but risk of pedestrians walking
in road.

Significant

CT5c

No right turn into Tottenham Court Road from New Oxford
Street for cyclists.

Significant.

Cyclists to follow general traffic diversion route.

Diversion of cyclists along longer route.

Not significant

Significant.

Timings and layout to be adjusted to minimise delays. Road
layout to ensure 1 lane eastbound and two lanes
westbound.
Signed diversion route for traffic wanting to turn from New
Oxford Street to Tottenham Court Road

Delays due to restricted layout.
Traffic wanting to turn into Tottenham Court Road required
to follow longer route.

Significant

Significant.

Passengers will be required to use alternative entrances.
Routes will be signed. Opening of other improved new
entrances will minimise impact of closure.

Worksite impacts – Stage H
Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
CT1d

All main elements of new traffic scheme installed.
Strengthening and other works to Dominion Theatre
entrance in progress requiring closure of entrance and
reduction in lane widths of New Oxford Street. No right turn
into Tottenham Court Road from New Oxford Street.

Disruption to interchange
CT3a

Closure of Dominion Corner station entrance for
improvement works.

Not significant.

Vulnerable road user delay and loss of amenity
CT5d

Closure of Dominion Corner station entrance for
improvement works and reduction of footway space in area
of works causing congestion.

Significant.

CT5c

No right turn into Tottenham Court Road from New Oxford
Street for cyclists.

Not Significant.

Cyclists to follow general traffic diversion route.

Significant.

Signing and layout to be designed to minimise conflict
between pedestrians and buses.

Pedestrian routes to be maintained with diversion signing
also provided.

Significant.

Diversion of cyclists along longer route.

Not significant.

Accidents and safety
CT6

Removal of other works allowing opening of southbound
contra-flow bus lane on Charing Cross Road.
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Table 6.7 Route Window C5 – Temporary impacts – Fisher Street shaft worksite
Works and potential impact

Significance

Recommended/committed mitigation

Residual impact
Description

Significance

Fisher Street and Catton Street are used by few drivers or pedestrians. No significant impacts are expected.
Lorry Route Impacts
No significant impacts are expected.
Table 6.8 Route Window C5 – Permanent impacts – Tottenham Court Road west
Works and potential impact
Public transport users – improved journey time and
accessibility – see journey times table.

Significance
Significant
(Beneficial)

Recommended/committed mitigation
N/a

Residual impact
Description

Significance

Improved journey time and accessibility for passengers

Significant
(Beneficial)

Table 6.9 Route Window C5 – Permanent impacts – Tottenham Court Road eastern ticket hall
Works and potential impact

Significance

Recommended/committed mitigation

Residual impact
Description

Significance

Traffic levels and delays to vehicle occupants
OT1d

Closure of Andrew Borde Street to allow construction of two
new entrances to improved Underground Station. Would
remove ability of traffic to turn towards Oxford Street from
Charing Cross Road, towards New Oxford Street, and for
traffic from St Giles High Street to access Tottenham Court
Road.

Significant

Road layout on New Oxford Street between Earnshaw
Street and Charing Cross amended, key features:
two lanes for right turning traffic from New Oxford Street to
Tottenham Court Road;
road widening on south side of New Oxford Street between
Earnshaw Street and St Giles High Street
new road layout in St Giles High Street with restricted
access for buses and taxis.
This would form part of an appropriate package of
mitigation measures which will be developed in due course.
This package will require further consents to be obtained.
Please refer to 6.85.

Increased delays for all traffic in area.
Diversion of some traffic away from area.
Longer journey’s for traffic that had formerly used Andrew
Borde Street.
Increased flows using Earnshaw Street and Great Russell
Street.

Significant.

Significant

Diversion routes identified with stops/stands in St Giles
High Street.
Traffic movement restricted into St Giles High Street north
of Denmark Street to buses/taxis only to reduce impact of
diverting traffic.
Buses turning right at Cambridge Circus junction.
This would form part of an appropriate package of
mitigation measures which will be developed in due course.
This package will require further consents to be obtained.
Please refer to 6.85.

Buses on diverted routes with new stops/stands.

Significant

Significant

N/a

N/a

Significant
(Beneficial)

Public transport
OT2b/
OT2c

Closure of Andrew Borde Street to allow construction of two
new entrances to improved Underground Station. Would
remove ability of traffic to turn towards Oxford Street from
Charing Cross Road, and for traffic from St Giles High
Street to access Tottenham Court Road. Buses also unable
to turn left from Charing Cross Road into Oxford Street.

Disruption to interchange
OT5

New step-free access for mobility impaired passengers to
all Crossrail platforms
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ROUTE WINDOW C5
Works and potential impact
OT5

Closure of Andrew Borde Street to allow construction of two
new entrances to improved Underground Station. Would
remove ability of traffic to turn towards Oxford Street from
Charing Cross Road, and for traffic from St Giles High
Street to access Tottenham Court Road. Bus stops and
stands on Andrew Borde Street would be closed/relocated.

Significance

Recommended/committed mitigation

Residual impact
Description

Significance

Significant

New stops and stands provided in southern part of St Giles
High Street.
New signing above and below ground introduced to assist
passenger interchange.
This would form part of an appropriate package of
mitigation measures which will be developed in due course.
This package will require further consents to be obtained.
Please refer to 6.85.

Buses on diversion routes with new stops/stands.

Significant

Significant.

Cyclists would use traffic diversion route.

Increased distances and journey times for cyclists.

Significant.

Significant
(Beneficial)

Crossing made wider to cope with increased pedestrian
flows and staging changed to allow for right turn into
Tottenham Court Road from New Oxford Street.
This would form part of an appropriate package of
mitigation measures which will be developed in due course.
This package will require further consents to be obtained.
Please refer to 6.85.

Cyclist delay and loss of amenity
OT4d

Closure of Andrew Borde Street to allow new entrances to
improved Underground Station. Would remove route for
cyclists travelling in both directions.

Accidents and safety
OT8

New St Giles Circus junction with all red pedestrian stage
and wider crossing, ban on left turn into Oxford Street.
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Significant
(Beneficial)

Transport
for London

Transport
for London

Transport
for London

Transport
for London

Transport
for London

Transport
for London

Transport
for London

Transport
for London

